We evaluate our pre-trained AlexNet on the PASCAL VOC 2007 classification and VOC 2012 segmentation datasets, following the protocols used in the self-supervised colorization approach [1] . Results can be found in Table 1 . It can be seen that our approach achieves competitive results with state-of-the-art self-supervised methods on the classification task. Although on the dense pixel-wise labeling task (i.e., semantic segmentation), our approach doesn't perform as well as colorization or context selfsupervision, it performs significantly better than no pre-training (i.e., weights are randomly initialized) on both tasks. Good classification and reasonable segmentation performance validates the effectiveness of our proposed approach.
2 Direct comparison with [7] We train an AlexNet version of [7] using our CityDriving dataset. 4 Regarding camera intrinsic parameters, we assume the principal point is in the center of the image plane. We adopt focal lengths of CityScapes since the CityDriving dataset looks more similar to CityScapes. We then fine-tune the pre-trained network on three semantic segmentation datasets. As we can see in Table 2 , our approach performs better on two out of three datasets.
Also, we note that the approach of [7] was not designed for self-supervised feature learning. No such experimental results were presented in [7] at all. Re-purposing [7] for self-supervised feature learning is novel. 3 Pre-training using ground-truth depth
We train an AlexNet using absolute depth ground-truth data provided in the KITTI dataset, captured using LiDAR. We then fine-tune it on the semantic segmentation benchmark dataset. Results are reported in Table 2 . It can be seen that pre-training using relative depth consistently performs better on all three benchmark datasets.
Since ground-truth depth annotations are sparse and hard to capture, compared with our automatically recovered dense relative depth, we are only able to train the model using about 20K images, where we used 1.1M images for our relative depth. Although the self-supervised depth is noisy, the goal is not to achieve high performance on the proxy task. Rather, the eventual goal is to induce useful visual representations that can be transferred to downstream tasks.
